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In conjr~nclion rozth the centenary ofthe Hi@ Couvt ojAustm1ia m 0 0 3  
n conference tons held zn Canberm to revin" the decisrons of the Cbr'rt 
stnce I903 In this mticlc, based on a talk at the Uniueni9 o/ Notre 
Dame, Justice Kinhy describes the celebrnfzon and the conference An 
ernrninrrtro*~ of sonu @the comments on ~onlroverrial ~lectsions in the 
plds  of Aboriginal Iand rights, oiminal law, ndmzrrishat~vr nnd 
rntzstituti~~nol law znternatmnal /nu8 and tbep~ivnle law of obligntions 
is provided I i ~ ~ t h e c  J~lstice Kirby m r d c  some ofthe most striking $dear 
rrdvnnced in the pnjlers and rumeati that mms mterncfzon is neederl 
zvith constrr~ctive critics, young jieople and minorities m futu" 
confwencer Thus, the article leaves the reader with a renliz'llzon that 
zvhile nd~~lation andpmise have nplnce in n courtk celebration$ so do 
sr~~~ertions fo, improvements and fresh ideas 

1 AFTERBURNERS FOR A CENTURY 

As the participants in the centenary conference of the High Court ot 
Australia assembled for the closing dinner; held on 11 October 2003 in 
the splendid hall of the National Museum ofAustsalia in Canberra, a blaze 
appeared in the sky Indeed there were two 

As if to emphasise the contrast between the contemporary world and 
the welcome to country cerrmony performed byAboriginal dancers that 
had taken place on the shore of Lake Burley Griffin', two F - I l l  aircraft 
of the Royal Australian Aic Force thundered overhead They opened theu 
file1 tanks and engaged theu afterburners to create two vivid golden 
streaks in the sky On the eve of the anniversary of the bombings of Bali, 
which claimed so many Australian Lives, some residents of the national 
capital reported alarm that the city was under terrorist attack Such are 
the times we live in 

Iixt of address given in the Fncultji of Law Notre Dame liniversity Fremantle, 
We~ternAu~trdia, I9 October 2003 
Justice of the High Court ofAnstr;xlia 

1 Geoff Lindsay, fie High Courts Cmtenary Conference (2003) 24 A~rst~alinn Bnr 
RevielD 110 11 1 see the text of the Aboriginal welcome 



Was these deliberate symbolism in these two streams of light in the dark 
bluc sky? Was it of two nations: indigenous and settlers? Was it of the past 
and the future? Did each stseam reprrsent a cenhlry, one burnt out and 
f ~ s h e d ,  the other just beginning and surging on? Werr they a symbol of 
activism and restraint; of 'strict and completely legalism' and of a more 
urgent search for justice? Or wese they none of these things but just the 
climax of 'a lakeside nosh-up for scores of judges brought in finm arouncl 
the world' to celebrate the centenary of the High Court ofhstr;llia?z 

Such fly-pasts ate not, it seems, uncommon at funerals of famous airmen 
and military warriors Whilst the shock of the supersonic sound thrilled 
some of the participants in the High Court confemce,it  left others with 
a sense of dismay A female judge rrmarkcd to me: 'Only a court 
comprised solely of men could involve the military in the culmination of 
its centenary celebrations' Others, however;loved the drama of it all As 
is usually the case, the High Comt was controversial Even at its 
centenary celebration, there were dissenting opinions 

The centenary of the fust sitting of the original Justices of the Court in the 
Banco Court of the Supreme Court ofvictoria in Melbourne took place on 
6 October 2003 Crammed onto the small platform in the biggest 
courtroom of that court, where the oaths were administered to the three 
foundation Justices, the seven present members of the High Court sat 
exactly a hundred yeass later to mark the Coutt's ccnhuy of service 

The Prime Minister of Australia (Mi J W Howard) spoke for the 
Commonwealth with generous praise on the achievements of the Court 
He took the occasion to declare his continued opposition to the 
adoption of a Bill of Rights Ihe  Attorncy-General for Victoria (Mr Rob 
Hulls) spoke for the State and Territory law officers He reasserted the 
obligation of the Attorney-General to defend the courts and the judges 
He addressed these remarks not only to the Bench but to the outgoing 
Federal Attorney-General (MI D R Williams QC), who sat silent in the 
front row on his last day in that office Mr Hulls said that the euphoria 
of the centenary should be kept in check in the realisation that all was 
not well in the law Most especially he mentioned the high, even 
increasing, levels of incarceration of indigenous Australians in the 
nation's prisons Speeches of appreciation followed, made by leaders of 
the Ausualian legal profession Chief Justice Murray Gleeson, in response, 
reminded those present that the Court's function inevitably involved it 
restraining the powers of those normally unfamiliar with such conttwls 
It was a function of the Court that was haught with the potential for 
strong, even passionate, disagreement 

2 Ibny Wright, Blitzkrieg flop The BuIlenn 21 October 2003 15; Simon Kearncy Jets 
Omsc Alarm' J~~nriny TelegvaDh, 9 Novcmhtr 2001,16 
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As if to symbolise the heavy burdens that the High Court has always 
carried, the Justices hurried back from Melbourne to Canberra for three 
sitting days before the commencement of the centenary conference at 
the end of the week From Australia and overseas, judges, practitionets 
and academics gathered in Canberra for the conference It was 
organised on behalf of the Court by the Australia Bar Association, 
particularly the Bar Association of Queensland (led by MI Glen Martin 
SC), by the Law Program of the Australian National University (led by 
Professors Petet Cane and Jane Stapleton), and by officers of the High 
Court (led by Mr Christopher Doogan, the Chief Executive and Principal 
Regismas of the Court) 

The opening ceremony of the conference convened on 9 October 2003 in 
the Ballroom at Canbetra's art-deco Hyan Hotel It was addressed by the 
new federal Anorney-General (Mr P M Ruddock MP) in his f is t  hours in 
that ofice He praised the Court for its achievements Chief Justice 
Gleeson welcomed the participants The Govetnor-General (Major 
Genetd Michael Jeffrey) delivered a strong speech about the sole of the 
Court in upholding the rule of kdw in Australia This, he said, was the core 
value of the Australian Constitution He reminded his audience, as 1,ord 
Denning did in Gouriet u Union of Post OfJice Wo~kwers3, of Thomas 
Fuller's words long ago: 'Be you ever so high, the law is above you' The 
High Court has ensured that this aspiration is a reality thtotigho~~t the 
nation 

With that, the participants repaired to the forecoutt of the High Court 
building Thete, on a chilly night, in front of the Great Hall of the High 
Court, a military band frnm the Royal Military College, Dunttoon led 
defence personnel in a precision performance of cerrmonial drill 
Despite the cold, the spirits of the participants were high and eager with 
zmticipation of what was to follow 

The papers of the centenary conference have been published * As 
presented, they werr of a uniformly high standard The writers had 
nearly two years in which to gather their thoughts This was no 
superficial collection of throw-away opinions and comments but a 
detailed scrutiny by hand-picked speakers of the work and contributions 
of the High Court to law and to Austtalian society Necessarily, this 
summary can record only a few of the ideas, being those that appealed 
to this teviewet Ask another participant, and you will rrceive a differrnt 

3 119771 1 QU 752,762 Oord Denning MK) 
-< Peter Cane (cd), Ctnrenoq, Esrnys for the High C I > L L * G  o / A ~ ~ s t ) ~ l z a  (Sydney: Icxis 

Brrtterwarths 2004) 
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set of impressions Yet for those who did not attend, or could not afford 
to travel to the conference, this collection of memories of some of the 
main themes may suffice to give its flavour until the book of the papers 
is generally available 

As an introduction to the conference, an excellent documentary film, 
The Keystone of the Fede~alAlch,was scseened after the formal opening 
speeches It contained new clips from the early days ofAustralia's federal 
story, showing the inauguratiorl of the Commonwealth and some of the 
paticipants in the High Court's first years With a little drrssing up, this 
documentary, produced in Qusensland, could serve as a suitable visual 
text for secon&dry schools and even university law schools throughout 
the nation In the general community and even in circles that ought to 
know, there is a profound ignorance about the institutions of Australian 
government As most people now obtain their knowledge on such 
things from electronic and visual sources, the film would be a good 
starting point for a broader civic education about the Court in its second 
century  more instruction in this new genre is obviously needed 

The fitst substantive session was addressed by Professor 1,eslie Zines of 
the ANU, doyen of Australia's constitutional law scholars He made a 
point that, from the start, the High Court was requirrd to resolve 
tensions and differences Professor Zines also highlighted the different 
visions of Australia's destiny at the time of federation: both nationalistic 
and imperialist These differmces were reflected in the constitutional 
text - including within the judicial arrangements provided by the 
Constitution - the High Court and the Privy Council Professor Zincs' 
analysis of the work of the Court in its first century was complemented 
by a paper by Dr Helen Irving of the University of Sydney These 
sketches of the main contours of the work of the Court, and many of the 
chief contsoversics that it has had to face, provided a foundation for all 
the sessions that followed 

Ihe  second part of the general review involved presentations by the 
only non-lawyers who spoke at the conference They wete Professor 

Brian Galligan of the University of Melbourne and Professor John 
Henningham of the Queensland University of I'echnology 

Professor Galligan examined the tole of the High Cou~t from the point 
of view of a political scientist His analysis was generally sympathetic He 
acknowledged the necessaty role of the High Court in adapting the 1901 
Constitution over its first century to suit vastly different times Thus, 
Professor Galligan directed some remarks to the Ieccnt public debates 
about the issue of so-called judicial activism He said that much of the 
heat in those debates arose out of public ignorance over the role of the 
Court To some extent, this was a result of the retreat of the Justices to 
what he described as an 'ivory tower'whe~e they felt safe from political 
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intrusion Nonetheless, Professor Galligan's view was that the Comt 
needed to explain better its work and its methods of operations He said 
that the Court now operated in a mose demanding environment, where 
some of old ways of pretended value-free decision-making were unlikely 
to be accepted without question 

Professor Henningham had been appointed in 1989 to the first Chait of 
Journalism in anAustralian university He examined the High Court from 
the perspective of a professional journalist The introduction to his paper 
contained what was probably the cleverest humo~u of the conferencc:j 

Ihc mass media and the High Court ;arc two farmidablc institutions which 
have cach brought a profound influence on the drvtlopmcnt of modern 
rtnstr~lia But they art quite different in almost all respects On the one 
lund we have an institution which despite its grcdt power and influence 
is elected hy and respansiblc n, nobody, is often obsessed wirh trivia 
o f t ~ n  out of touch with its audience and in somc sections piit). of bias 
end sensationalism On the other hand we have a small and dedicated 
g o u p  of people who hb<,ur hard to produce newspapers m d  llcws 
bulletins to inform the general public 

Professor Henningham picked up,perhaps unconsciously,a theme stated 
by the Prime Minister in his rrrnarks in the Bdnco Court earlier in the 
week Mr Howasd had listed as the key institutions of Australia, the 
Parliament, the High Coutt and the fiee media As such, the media are 
not mentioned in the Australian Constitution Yet undoubtedly they have 
come to play ;I critical and even institutional role inAustralia, as in every 
modern nation Professor Henningham examined the news stories on 
the High Coust and its work He responded to complaints, regularly 
made by the Justices, concerning the lack of analysis of, or sustained 
attention to, the decisions of the Court, even when they were objectively 
important for the Constitution, the general law and the nation 

Professor Henningham put the blame for this lack of attention upon the 
Co~u t  itself He c;~lled for better presentation of decisions, whilst praising 
the work of the newly appointed High Court Public Information Officer 
(Ms Fiona Hamilton), one of his former students He analysed the number 
of mentions of the Comt and its Justices in the Australian print media 
He pointed out that the majority of references to the High Court were 
contained in news items concerned with the Prime Minister Thus, 
Professor Henningham suggested that this put the Court in what the 
media regarded as its proper position in the govrrnn~r~~tdl  pecking 
order lawyers, with a vision of priorities extending beyond daily 
deadlines, might not agree 

Professor Henningham commented on the impsnved coverage of the 
Court during the days immediately prior to the centenaty conference 

5 PnIfcSsor John Hcnningham quoted I'bt A~lstlulinn (Midia Section) 1 5  Octobcr 2003 



Ihus, he i.eferred to the way in which the centenary had been treated in 
the print and electronic media It was suggested that management of 
news, during such events, could sometimes be useful in educating the 
public about an institution like the Court Professor Henningham did 
not explain how the Justices would find the time to perform this role of 
media management Presum;~bly, it had to be left to others without 
embracing uncritically the media attraction to 'spin' and the 
manipulation of news, often based on considerations of entertainment 
and shock value, rather than accurate public information 

The final unit in the first session of the conference involved the 
prrsentation of papers by Sir Anthony Mason, past Chief Justice of the 
High Court and L,ord Bingham of CosnhiU, the senior law 1,ord of the 
United Kingdom Each of them examined the internationalisation of the 
common law and the way in which, over the course of its first century, 
the High Court slowly broke away frwm the legal doctrines espoused in 
the United Kingdom and set out upon its own path Inevitably, the 
gradual end of Privy Council appeals, finally concluding with the passage 
of the Austrulzl Acts in 1986, ended the automatic deference ot 
Australian judges, including in the High Cou~t, to decisions of the judges 
of England Nonetheless, an enormous intellectual debt remains The 
ironical feature of the current House of L,ords, commented upon by 1,or.d 
Cooke of Thorndon,6 is that, since the decline of the Privy Council's 
judicial responsibilities throughout the Commonwealth of Nations, the 
use of Commonwealth jurisprudence by the Law 1,ords has grratly 
increased Ihey have now joined the world of common law borrowings 
Sir Anthony Mason paid a tribute to Australia's debt to the Privy Council 
and to English law l,ord Bingham ~eturned the compliment 

These historical and general reflections were followed by eight spccialised 
sessions of the conference that addressed the work of the High Court of 
Austialia in particular disciplines Appropriately enough, the fwst session 
concerned the law and indigenous peoples Also appropriately, it was led 
by Chief Justice Beverley Mclachlin, Chief Justice of Canada Ihe other 
participant was Mr Noel Pearson, adviser to the Cape York L,and Council 
and CapeYork Parulership, a leading Australian Aboriginal lawyer 

Chief Justice Mc1,acNin outlined the course of authority in Canada 
concerned with the recognition of customary laws and the land rights of 

6 I.orrl Cookt of Thorndon, Turning I'oinh of the Common Lncu (The Hamlyn Itcturrs 
Forty-Seventh S'rics) (London: Snrcct & Maxwcll, 1997) 1 2  Scc aln,,F C Hutlc); Ihe 
legal Iraclitions ofA~tstr;di;t as Contrasttd with those of the Unitcd starcs (1981) 55 
Ac~stralian Lcrw /o~r?nal63 69 



that nation's indigenous peoples As she explained the development of 
doctrine in Canada, it became clear that the problems of recognising and 
upholding the rights of indigenous peoples are a special challenge f o ~  the 
countries of the common law In many of those countries (Canada, the 
United States,hstralia, New Zc;tland, South Africa, Zimbabwe, Malawi and 
Kenya), large pockets of settlers settled upon land previously occ~~pied by 
indigenous peoples who were not in a state of military capacity or 
governmental organisation to present a significant challenge to the settlers 

Where the indigenous people of the British Empire were ready for the 
new-comers, they could usually negotiate arrangements for respect for 
their own legal rights and traditions Where they had a settled system of 
law, the Crawn would ofien agsee to execute treaties with them So it 
was with some of the first nation peoples of Canada and the Maoti in 
New Zealand However, the latter did not occur in Austrdia Before 
~Mabo u Queenslcind [No 21 ('1Mnbo3,7 the right of Australia's indigenous 
peoples to their lands was not recognised by the common law; nor had 
a general statute been enacted to provide such recognition in lands not 
yet acquired by settlers and their descendants It was iMnbo that 
revolutionised Australian law in this respect Th some extent, the 
development in iMabo was stimulated by decisions of the Supreme 
Court of Canada and by the case law in other countries, notably the 
United States of America and New Zealand 

Probably the strongest speech of the entirr conference was given by MI 

Noel Pearson He was highly critical of decisions of the High Court since 
iMabo He claimed that in its more recent decisions in Lommonruealth 
u Yarmivr ( 'Ya~mi r r? ,~  Western Australia v Ward (Ward39 and 
~PIembers of the Yorta Youta Aboriginal Lommwrity v Witorea ('le'orta 
Yorta),lo the High Court had 'misintcrpr.eted the definition of native 
title' under the Native Title Act 1991 (Cth) It had 'Tundamentally 
misapplied the common law' In this, he challenged the view expressed 
by the Hi& Court to the effect that, once the law of native title was 
stated in terms of thatAct,it was the duty of courts to give ohedience to 
the text of the Act, rather than of the pte-existing common Paw, on the 
given ground that the rights were then derived under the statute, 
conventionally regarded as a higher sousce of kw-making because of the 
democratic character of parliamentary law 

Mr Pearson agseed with the opinion expressed by Justice McHugh in 
Yorta Yorta that the purpose of s 223(1) of the Native Title Act was to 
reflect the key elements of the common law,as stated by Justice Brennan 

7 (1992) 175 CIR 1 (Mabo) 
8 (20021 208 CIR 1 ( Ynrmzr? ) 
9 (2002) 211 CLR 1 (Ward)  
10 (20021 214 CIR 422 ( YurM Yorta) 



in ~Mnbo, and not to supplement, amend or replace the definition of 
native title at common law by a statutory formula In a tribute to 
Canadian developments, he referred with admiration to the work of a 
Canadian professor, Kent ~McNeil, whose writings had influenced the 
decisions in ~ k b o  and in Canadian cases 

MI Pearson was especially critical of the decision in Yortn Yortn which, 
he said 'now requires us to prove the details of the traditional laws and 
customs that existed more than two centuries ago' He ended on a 
sombrr note: 

Ihc  situ;~tion is nor good Ihe situation is prcgnant with thc prospcct that 

the opportnnify which ,Wnbo rcprcsentcd for the sittlemcnt of land 
grievance in accordance with the three principles [there stated]. will 
ultimately be unfulkiied In my view, this situation can only bc fvrcd if thc 
difinition of native title in section 223(1) of thc Notwe T~ t l e  Act is 
listorcd to its original intention by Parliament and that the explication of 
native title be undertaken by [thc High Court] in accordance with the 
timc-honoured methodology of the common law I'his is the least that 
indigenous peoples having fait11 of the common law hcrit;&gc of this 
country expect from the countly s Rtrliamcnt ;md High Court 

Mr Pearson's remarks drew a strong indication of support from sections 
of the audience 

The next session of the conference concerned criminal law and 
procedure It was led by Dame Sian Elias, Chief Justice of New Zealand 
The presence of two Commonwealth Chief Justices, both of them 
women, was significant in the Australian judicial context wherr no 
women presently serve on the High Court Each of them made a big 
impact by the power and content of their presentations 

Chief Justice Elias outlined the way in which, in criminal cases, decisions 
of the High Court of Australia had been utilised by courts in New 
Zealand She differed from many practitioners who espouse the merit of 
single reasons from a final appellate court Whilst understanding thc 
desire of trial judges, practicing lawyers and law students for a single 
court opinion, she praised the nuanced reasons of the High Court, 
particularly in criminal cases She instanced a number of fields in which 
the complexity and difficulty of the issues to be addressed wele only 
really explained and understood by a reading of all of the opinions, with 
their differing reasoning 

Chief Justice Elias especially emphasized the line of authority in the High 
Court insisting upon judicial instruction to juries concerning the risks 
and difficulties faced by an accused person against whom allegations of 
sexual misconduct are made,years or decades after the alleged conduct " 

I 1  Longman v The Qrreen (1989) 168 ClK 79; Gipp !D The Qrreen (1198) 194 CIR 106 
Damn u The Queen (2002) 208 CIR 341,357 [%I, 177178 [126jk[l291 
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She pointed out that, recently, in New Zealand, she had to sit at trial in 
such a case Before charging the jury, she rrad a series of recent decisions 
of the High Court where, against some apparent resistance on the part of 
trial judges in Austrzkd, the Court had insisted upon the need of judges to 
inform juries of the basic fact that, delay in the prosecution of such 
;dlegations necessarily presents serious forensic disadvantages for most 
accused Although, in New Zealand, court authorities have not always 
gone so far (and although some resist such instructions as an illicit way 
of reviving the discredited common law requirement for corroboration of 
such allegations), Chief Justice Elias prono~~nced herself convinced about 
the necessity and fairness of the High Court's authority in this rrspect To 
the surp~ise of the prosecutor in a trial, over which she presided, she gave 
what she described as the 'extended Longman' warning required by the 
High Court '2 She said that this put into the jury's mind, with the 
authority of the judge, the forensic rralities that every lawyer knows hut 
that ;I lay person may need to be reminded of As a footnote, she reported 
that the jury had proceeded to convict the accused But they did so, after 
having their attention drawn to the risks of injustice in cases of greatly 
delayed complaints of sexual wrwngdoing 

In the course of her remarks, Chiet Justice Elias also referred to the 
uniform Evidence Acts, now in force in Australia in federal courts and in 
New South Wales, the Australian Capital Tetritory and Ibmdnia She 
expressed the view that the Acts combine rationality and principle in an 
appropriate mixtuse; ;md pointed out that evidence law, commonly 
neglected elsewhere, is usually critical in criminal trials 

Clrief Justice Elias' paper was succeeded by one given by Justice Mark 
Weinberg, a Judge of the Federal Court of Australia and formerly a 
professor with a specialist interest in c~iminal law Justice Weinberg 
traced the history of the High Court's resistance to notions of imputed 
intention and its strong adherence to the need for subjective intention 
on the part of the accused, to establish the essential elements of 
criminality '3 He traced other controversies, including in relation to the 
law of provocation and self-defence It was a masterfill tour cl'horizon 

Ihe succeeding session concerned federdism and federation Ihe first 
paper was given by Professor Cheryl Saunders of the University of 
Melboutne Drawing upon her study of federations in many parts ot the 
world, Professor Saunders suggested the need for closer attention in the 
High Court to theories of federalism and to the experience of other 
federations and similar. inter-governmental arrangements, including 
outside the world of the common law She instanced the contempomy 

12 Scc eg, D u g p t t  u i h e  Queen (2002) 208 CIR  343,357 1551.177-378 [1261~[1291 
1 j Mark Weinberg Moral Blameworthiness - Ihe  Objective rest ' Dilemma (2001) 24 
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clevelopment of the federd idea in Gelmany Further; she acknowledged 
that,until advocates addsess the Court and provide analogies and materials 
to illustrate the way other nations have tackled federal questions, the High 
Court would prabably continue to ignore the wider sources now available 
on federal and like intergovernmental arrangements Mowing fully for the 
peculiarity of Australia's constitutional compact, and the way in which it 
has been developed and interpreted, Professor Saundeis suggested that 
these was a rich s o m e  of comparative law materials that had so far been 
neglected in most considerations of the Australian federal Constitution 

The seconcl paper in this session was given by Professor (;eorge 
Winterton now of the University of Syclncy He contronted the question 
of whether, as some commentators had alleged, the High Court had failed 
to protect the States and been unduly supportive of the expansion of the 
power of the Commonwealth He acknowledged that federalism was one 
of the main foundations of the Australian constihltional document It was 
'the foundational institution' and 'central structural feature' Professor 
Winterton quoted the words of Quick and Garran, that the federal idea 
'pervades and Iagely dominates the structure of [the Commonwealth]' 

Professor Winterton addrrssed squarely the char.gc that the decision of 
the High Court in the Amalgamated Society ofEnginews v Aclelaicle 
Steamship Lo Ltd ('Enginews'Case),'4 reversing the immunity of State 
instrumentalities doctrine devised by the original Justices, had undone 
the initial federal idea of the Constitution, to the great disadvantage of the 
States He examined the later UniJorm Tux Cases and the Tc~smanian 
D~lms Case The implied prohibitions found in the Constitution were also 
sc~utinised by Professor Winterton He pointed out that, within these, the 
High Court had fashioned a number ok principles protective of the 
governmental powers of the States In this regard he instanced most 
especially Melbourne Col-porutzon v the Commonwenlth,'5 Re 
Australian Eclz6cation Union,Exparte Vzctoria'hnd the rrcent decision 
in Austin v The  commonwealth^ concerning impermissible federal 
taxes on certain State judicial pensions Professor Winterton concluded 
that 'overall, in its century of constitutional interpretation, the High Court 
has hdt?Xled the high aspiration of Mred Deakin' He said that the charge 
by Professor Gregory Craven of Notre Dame IJniversity that 'the Court 
had pushed the constitutional order to the brink of breakdown', was 
nnsupported by the evidence Professor Craven has not recanted but, in 
typical fimhion, has stepped up his criticisms ' 8  

14 (1920) 28 CIR 129 (firrgineers Lcrse) 
15 (1947) 7 1  C I R  31 
16 (1995) 184 C I R  188 
17 (2003) 215 CIR 185 
18 Greg CI~VCII,  Conversations &rth the Consntc~no?2 - lVot /~rs t  n Piece of  Papep 

(Sydniy: IJNSW Press, 2004) 76~86 
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Ihe  next session, which commenced the plogramme on 11 October 
2003, concerned the High Court's contributions to the law of torts Ihe 
first paper in this session was given by Professor Stephen Todd of the 
University of Canterbury in New Zealand Painstakingly, he traced the 
developmellts of the tort of negligence in the High Court in rccent years 
and the st~uggle of the Court to find a formula or mechanism for giving 
guidance to decision-makers without embracing wholeheartedly the 
policy operational approach of the Cc~paro test 1' He suggested an 
alternative approach of his own as a means of determining whether 
particular facts would enliven liability in negligence Such liability 
depended, Professor Tbdd argued, upon principles requiring that the law 
not interfere unduly in individual autonomy; should keep any response 
it made to a proportionate one; give protection to the vulnerable; and 
ensure that legal rules operate coherently in the public interest 
Whether these criteria would do better than the Caparu test or the 
'salient features'test now taken into account in the law of negligence, is 
a matter for hture debate '0 

An important paper was then given by Professor Jane Stapleton of the 
Australian National Universityz' She acknowledged that the law of tort, 
particularly of negligence, had been voracious in Australia until recent 
years But she suggested that the core moral concern of the law of tort 
was the protection of the vulnerable in this respect, she identified a 
number of leading decisions of the High Court, including Bryan u 
1Mnloney22 which she singled out for special praise She suggested that 
protection of the vulnerable was a 'golden thread' that ran throughout 
the High Court's treatment of tort liability 

Professor Stapleton asked whether the law of tort had any role to pky in 
protecting Aboriginal Australians, for example, in cases of removal of 
wlnerable children from their natural parents by governmental agencies 
and church authorities Was there room in this respect, she askcd,for the 
imperi~un of negligence and so-called 'judicial activism'? 

Professor Stapleton pointed out that Austtalia's judicial arrangements were 
ultimately inherited from England Although now spelt out in the 
Judic;lture established by the federal Constitution, the rxdhire of the 
judicial function was undefined She suggested that it still took its 
fundamental character from the judiciary of E~lgland which was its 

19 Cnpnro Ixdrrmies PIC v Dickman [I9901 2 AC 605 See now G?nharn Rn ,~ l r~y  
Oyster P g  I f d  o R),L,J? (2002) 21 1 CIR 540,626 12381 

20 Pe71e ~Al ,andPh , f td  (1999) 198 CIK 180 225 12031 
21 pane Stapleron, Ihc Gulden Thread at the Hrart of Iort law: Prorccrion of the 

Vulnemble (2003) 24AzrstmnIdun Bar RezNmi> 135 
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original sourre and model In that judiciary, the highest court had never 
observed a complete and total divorce fsom creative law-making Indeed, 
the secret and genius of the common law lay in its capacity of judicial 
adaptation and development Professor Stapleton suggested that 
Ausualians should be mature enough to acknowledge that this was also a 
feature of their legal system, including in the law of tort It was a feature 
that defied the attempt to superimpose an absolute and rigid division of 
the judicial power from the other branches of government which, 
nonetheless, enjoyed superior law-making capacities ' 3  Ihis was an 
important and new insight that attracted much attention at the 
confesence It was really a point of political theory Illustrated by reference 
to instances within Professor Stapleton's speciality in the law of torts, it 
was a most important contribution to the insights of the conference 

The session on tort law was followed by one on contract and 
commerrial law Ihis was led by Prafessor Tony Duggan, formerly of 
Melbourne, now of the University of roronto in Canada Professor 
Duggan tackled the issue of the role of the law of equity in commercial 
cases 2-e was right up to date, referring in his presentation to 
decisions handed down by the High Court only days earlier in two cases 
concerned with equitable relief against forfeiture 2 j  Professor Duggan 
said that the development of the law 01 equity as a parallel stream of law, 
operating side by side with the common law, was a significant feature of 
the English and Australian legal system It had been sustained in Australia 
by the presence in the High Court of Australia, throughout its history, of 
judges with acknowledged special interest, and expertise, in equitable 
doctrine Controversies exist as to the extent to which equity should 
intrude in commercial disputes between substantial business 
corporations 26 Professor Duggan's paper confronted this issue and 
scrutinised the cyclical naturr of many of the debates in commercial and 
contlact law 

This discussion was followed by one led by Professor Deborah de Mott 
ot Duke University in the United States She examined the decisions of 
the High Court in the field of bankruptcy, fiduciary obligations and debt 
recovery Ihis was done by some well chosen illustrations of nefarious 
conduct that had come under the attention of the Court in its first 
century She was able to contrast some of the Australian cases with 
decisions in the United States It was an illuminating insight into the 

2 3  Stapleton, above n 21 137 
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commonalities of the two legal systems operating in a broadly similar 
ecorlornic environment upon common human conduct, evidencing all 
too often infidelity to duty, deception and greed 

I h c  following session addressed issues of judicial review of 
administrative action Mr Patrick Keane QC, Solicitor-General of 
Queensland, examined the contributions of the High Court to 
administrative law, specifically in the field of judicial review of 
administrative action 

He traced the adoption in Australia of the principles enunciated by the 
Suprrme Court of the United States in 1W~1r.bur.y u ~Wudison," whose 
bicentenary was being celebrated in 2003 Mr Keane then suggested a 
number of areas where judicial rrview might need adaptation to 
contemporary ci~cumstances These included its application to bodies 
and persons to whom some aspects of federal activity had been 
'outsourred' '"He also referred to the attempts of legislation by privative 
clauses to remove, or limit, the scope f o ~  judicial review27 Finally, he 
described the issues presented where powel was delegated to a Minister 
with open-ended discrrtions or where non-binding guidelines weIc 
established within the executive government In such cases, avoidance of 
merits review was necessary if the traditional role of the courts was to be 
observed and the principle of separation of powers obeyed MI Keane 
emphasised the important role that judicial rrview and constit~rtional 
review had played in the decisions of the High Court and as a means of 
~~pholding the rule of law in Ausudia during the past century 

There followed an examination of administrative law decisions by 
Professor Peter Cane of the Australian National University He divided his 
analysis into an examination of substantive law and institutional 
developments 3n The culture of administrative law was t r a ~ e d  to 
Australian constitutional provisions, notably s 7i(v), affording an 
illeducible means of invoking the jurisdiction and power of the High 
Court to scrutinise the legality of the conduct of federal officers He said 
that insistence upon this cardinal role in the Court could be traced to its 
earliest days31 

Professor Cane described the rrrnarkable developments of federal 
administrative law in the 1970s, manifested most especially in the 
Administrutive Decisions (fudictal Review) Act 1977 (Cth) and the 
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AdminishutiveAppenIs Tribz~nnlAct 1975 (Cth) He instanced what he 
said was a form of Australian'exceptionalism'as some of the then radical 
provisions of the federal legislation had been overtaken in other 
common law jurisdictions by developments in the common law Several 
commentaries on recent decisions in the High Court have called 
attention to advances in judicial review in English decisions not yet 
embraced in Australia 3' 

There followed a session on human tights, international standards and 
the protection in minorities The first paper in this session was presented 
by Sir Gerxd Brennan, past Justice and Chief Justice of the High Court 
It was he who, in Maboy3 propounded the often repeated principle 
which became the central focus of this session There he said: 

i he opening up of intcrnational rtn~edics ro individuals prlrsulnt to 
ihatralias lcccssion to the Optional Protocol to the Inte?nntronnl 
Covenant on CLIII~ and Politrcnl Kizhts brings to bcar on tht common 
ktw the poweriul influence of tht Covcnanr ;and the international 
standards it imports Ihe commun kbw does not ncccssaiily conform with 
international law but intrmational law is a Legitimate and imporrant 
influtncc on the developmcnr of the common law csp~cidly when 
intcrnational law declares the existence of utuvcrsal human rights 

Peihaps in keeping with these more cautious times, Gerard laid emphasis 
on the 'deep and abiding' principles of the common law as a distinctive 
system of law that in some ways differs from international law, including 
with respect to human rights He strrsscd the need for legitimacy in the 
importation of human tights principles, referring to the methodology of 
the common law and its character as effectively a fact-hound legal system 
Fulther; Sit BIrnnan cautioned against stating legal analysis with 'open- 
textured rights', lest that approach produce anomalous or discordant 
rrsults in the exposition of Australian law Nevertheless, he concluded 
that, as international human rights law continues to expand, we could 
expect its influence to be felt increasingly in Australian law In part, this 
would happen by the incorporation of ueaties into domestic law, as the 
Refugees Conuentzon is incorporated in the Migration Act 1958 (Cth) 
However, that also left open the legitimate part to be playcd by judges in 
solving particular cases by reference to international law, in the manner 
mentioned in Mnbo 

The second paper in this session, by Professor Hilay Charlesworth 
(Austlalian National University) built on this foundation Professor 
Charlesworth referred to the narrow and scattered rights provisions in 
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the Australian Constitution and the generally 'diffident' view of the High 
Court ofhstralia in relation to such provisions She acknowledged that, 
in the past, many Australian judges and lawyers viewed international law 
as 'vague' ancl 'open-ended', with the result that the High Courts use of 
this s o m e  of law was 'threadbare' and 'magre'  Nonetheless, she listed 
a number of decisions in more recent times where the international law 
of human tights had been invoked in judicial decisions She suggested 
that it was likely that the impact would grow, just as it had in other 
countries 3' By reference to decisions of thc Supreme Court of Canada, 
Profcsso~ Charlesworth said that the influence of international Paw 
wodd lie in the persuasiveness and utility of its principles and 
jurisprudence fot particular cases It demanded intellectual r.espect, not 
blind adherence or outright rejection 

Ihe  final substantive session of the conference addressed the law of 
equity and restitution The first paper in this session was given by Dt 
Joachim Dietrich (Australian National University) By reference to case 
law,35 he illustrated the High Court's approach to implied contract and 
to the more recent developments of the law of testit~rtion Somewhat 
courageously, Dr Dietricb embarked on the debate concerning the 
potential of equity law in Australia to adapt to changing social realities - 
a dialogue that occasionally inflames more traclitionalist equity 
lawyers 3qoweve1;  before coming too close to the rocks of the fusion 
fallacy, and perhaps concerned by the frowns of some current members 
of the High Court, Dr Dietrich letseated to what he described as the 
.narrow doctrinal approach' of High Court decisions concerning equity 
principle37 - and he left it at that 

The last paper of the confcrencc was given by Dr Simon Evans 
(University of Melbourne) He ;llso sought to describe the decisions of 
the High Court in the field of equity Dr Evans did this by refelence to a 
number of central themes in the case law These included the function 
ot equity in upholding the obligations of con~ciencc; '~ the use of 
equitable principle in developing remedies; and the special vigilance of 
the High Court, over its first century, in protecting ancl upholding 
fiduciary obligations 

At the end of the conferencc,participants repaired to the shores of Lake 
Butley Griffin Judges from overseas and from Australia mixed treely 
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with practitioners and students Chief Justice Gleeson bade the 
participants farewell in a witty speech delivered on behalf of the Court 
The last word was offered by iLlr Glenn Maltin SC, President of the Bar 
Association of Queensland His was also a humorous address which, at 
one stage, attempted to predict where the current Justices of the High 
Court would be in a decade's time This reviewer was placed in high 
office in an intergalactic court Whilst the other-worldly elevation was 
greatly welcomed, he has something rather more down to earth in mind 

The wealth and variety of the presentations at the centenary conference 
of the Nigh Court illustrated the variety and importance of the work of 
the Court and its contributions to so many areas of the law dming its 
first cetltury 

As a general court of law, it has a wider remit than many national 
constitutional courts As the ultimate appellate court for State as well as 
federal co~r t s ,  it has a wider jurisdiction than the Supreme C o u ~ t  of the 
{Jnited States 39 Inevitably, its functions as a general court of law kave 
influenced profoundly the performance of its 'political' roles in the field 
of public and constitutional law In all likelihood, this aspect of the 
character of the Court has diminished its interest in international and 
comparative law, although these stzmult are perhaps now having a larger 
impact than in the past The High Court of Australia, like all other final 
national courts, now lives and works in ;I global environment of shared 
ideas and influential transnational intellectual movements It is 
impossible, and woudd be undesirable, for it to ignore these 

The presentation of such an intensive series of detailed papers, laboured 
over with loving case for so long by the authors, created difficulties of 
absorption *O Nonetheless, the organisers and the paper-writers deserve 
tl~anks for theis thorough and balanced works Ihe  collection of papers 
has now been printed It should be an important source book on the 
doctrines of the High Court of Australia in its fitst cenhuy it will need a 
good index to enhance its utility Several sessions merged into each other, 
as for e~ample, those respectively on commerrial law and equity and on 
constitutional law and judicial review For ease of comprehension, lawyers 
divide theit discipline into categories The events of life that present 
problems to the law and to coults are not always so neatly packaged 
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As with any conference, these werr a few defects and aspects of the 
arrangements that could have been improved It was a pity to have so 
many distinguished visitors from the judiciaries of other lands sitting in 
total silence during hours of descriptive material, without an 
opportunity, even for a short time, to describe similarities and 
divergences of doctrine in their own countries It would have been 
interesting to hear frnm the Premier President of the C o z ~ r  de Lhssntzon 
of France, or from the Deputy Chief Justice the Constitutional Court of 
South Africa, or the Chief Justice of Hong Kong Perhaps there could have 
even been a few intriguing words from the Chid Justice of Thailand, on 
the moves towards a new supreme court for that country There were 
judges present from the People's Republic of China, Fiji, Japan, Northern 
Irelandl Papua New Guinea, Scotland, the United States and other lands 
Perhaps the distingnished overseas judges, or some of them, might have 
been invited to chair somc working sessions and encouraged, from the 
chair; to offer a few comments of their own 

In saying this, I am in no way being c~itical of the Australian chairmen, 
chosen from the Chief Justices and senior judges of the nation Without 
exception, they piloted the conference through to its conclusion with 
intelligence, grace and efficiency However, as Australia becomes less 
insular, including in its law it can learn from other counuics 
Description of the past is instructive for it explains where we have come 
from and where we arc However, to view the fi~turr, we also need the 
stimulus of ideas, including from legal cultures different f ~ o m  our own 
In the law, the arrogance of Empire has given way, generally, to greater 
attention to legal concepts outside the common law than at any time in 
our legal history 

There were no intervals for questioning the speakers; nor any 
opportunity to comment upon, or add to, their remarks All of the 
sessions ran to time These werc no spare moments for intervention or 
dialogue In this respect, the centenary conference was somewhat olcl- 
fashioned in its organisation, perhaps like the High Court itself in somc 
respects Ihis was basically top down insuuction Ihere was no real 
interchange, except in the privacy of one's own mind or during the noisy 
intervals over tea Ihis is a pity because every session provoked lively 
thoughts Future such conferences should provide for the prior 
distribution of papers, a shorter time for presentations and more 
opportunity for audience interaction Not only is this more engaging; it 
helps in the ahsotption of a large mass of information in a relatively short 
period of time 

There were,ot course, topics that werr omitted from the confecrnce Thus, 
there was no session on f d y  law, although this is undoubtedly one ok the 
most important aspects of the law from the view-point of the Australian 
people It cannot be said that it is an arrd of law neglected by the High 



Court since the Family Lnu~ Act 1975 (Cth) was adopted " The area of 
industrial law was also omitted, a gap that wodd have astonished the 
Justices of the High Court for most of the past cennuy for whom industrial 
law became a major playground for the development of constihrtional 
doctrine Here too, there have recently been many important cases, as this 
p a t  of the law stretches back to the first year of the High Court 

There was no session on evidence law although, necessarily, that 
important field of the High Court's work arose for consideration in the 
session on criminal law Recent, and not so recent, cases suggest that 
these was ample material for a session on private international law 
(conflicts of laws)" whose tortuous course in the High Court seems 
only now to be shaking out to a truly coherent national body of legal 
principle An interesting session could have been composed on the High 
Court's decisions relative to women and the law;"* or poverty law;" or 
the Court's conttibution to legal history A session on discrimination law 
could have begun with some of the early cases relevant to the White 
At~stmlia po1icy"bd finished with recent cases on gender," disability.48 
ageaP and sexuality discrimination j0 Ihus, the latter would have been 
more than enough for a challenging and beneficial examination 
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Ihe Court's role in professional discipline and legal ethics' would have 
made an interesting study So too would its busy currrnt h~nctions in the 
field of immigration law which represents a counter-point to the early 
cases on the exclusion of non-European ('white') immigtmts Perhaps 
sessions werr needed on the broad subjects of statutory and constitutional 
intsrp~.etation Ihese topics werr mentioned in other sessions However, 
they really lie at the heart of most of the Court's present work, as the 
common law increasingly circles in the orbit of statute 

A topic of the greatest practical importance (about which, there have 
been very many recent cascsjz) would have been the changing course 
of the High Court's app~oach to appellate review of fact-finding 
decisions of judge and jury 53 

All in all, the topics chosen for inclusion in the conference were fairly 
orthodox, and some clearly important topics were not chosen 
Perhaps they were topics upon which there might have bcen more 
constructive criticism of the Court and of its decisions 54 Undeniably 
a centenary is a time for a healthy measure of adulation, but it is also 
an occasion for serious reflection and even a little soul-searching 
Possibly an enterprising group of scholars will organise an alternative 
centenary conference on the High Court of Australia, if there is 
interest enough This need not be disrespectful or destructive 
However, there is only a s~ilall place for hub~is in the examination of 
any contemporary Australian institution of government; including the 
highest court All human institutions are improved by constructive 
criticism 

It would have been desirable to have had more non-lawyers contributing 
to the conference The papers by Professors Galligan and Henningham, 
at the outset, were amongst the best The trouble with judges and 
lawycrs is that they live for the most part within the cocoon of the law 
Whilst it is comfor ting to have a symphony of voices that echo within 
the cocoon, a centenary is an occasion for voices from outside: to help 
us all to see ourselves as others see us 
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A session at the conference on science and technology and the High 
Comt and on the future of the Court would have been fascinating, as 
would a session on youth and the High Court One of the finest 
innovations of the conference was the invitation extended to law 
schools throughout Australia to send selected students to the 
conference Iheir fares were paid and they will take away many 
memories of people and ideas Perhaps it would have been healthy for 
the currrnt office-holders to have listened to the view-points of the 
young, as one day, in a not far distant time, today's youth will inherit their 
responsibilities Presumably, the organisers felt that it were safer to stick 
to sessions on the chosen key topics - and while the latter was 
interesting.1 am left with a feeling that valuable opportunities were lost 

The only way more spec?&list topics could have been covered was by 
adopting a more modern format for the conference Specialist 
workshops and meetings would have been required 21s a supplement to 
a smaller number of plenaries addressing the truly core topics of the law: 
constitutional and public law, criminal kw, family law and the law of 
obligations 

These remarks aside, the centenary conference was a worthy enterprise 
A p a t  amount of work was devoted to it In due time, 1 hope that the 
papers will not only be published in book form but available on the 
Internet so that judges, lawyers and students who did not attend the 
conference can have access to the idras and reflect upon the strengths 
and problems of the High Court of Australia in its first century 

The Court,like the law, belongs to the future and not only to the past A 
measure of its success wiU be seen in its attention to constructive 
criticism and suggestions for improvement as well as to the well- 
deserved hos~nnas ot praise 




